
 

  English Faculty 

Here at St Paul’s Way we have a dedicated and talented English 

Faculty and all teachers use a variety of teaching styles to ensure 

that every student is able to access the work set in the lessons. 

Students are encouraged to be free thinkers and speakers and to 

widen their understanding of the world around them through the 

study of literature in the classroom 
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 English 

There are four main English strands – reading, writing, speaking and listening. 

Reading - Our students study a wide range of modern, classic and Shakespearean literature – reading a 

variety of novels, plays and poetry. We develop and extend students’ subject knowledge by ensuring that 

they study books during English lessons and that they also have a dedicated lesson in the school’s well 

stocked library. Every student is asked to carry a reading book with them at all times and they can read 

this or choose another during registration, at break and at lunchtimes. Students also study a range of 

literary non-fiction texts such as letters and biographies. 

Writing - Our students are encouraged to write at length and in detail in many different forms. For 

example: essay writing, character studies, newspaper articles as well as creative writing such as poems 

and stories. Careful instruction is given in both punctuation and spelling. 

Spoken Language - Our students are encouraged to speak in front of their peers by reading aloud, giving 

presentations and responding to questions. Students also speak in role which encourages insight into a 

character’s feelings and motivations. 

Students are encouraged to listen, not only to the meanings of words, but also to the tone in which they 

are delivered in the texts studied. Students are encouraged to openly discuss and debate ideas and the 

English classroom is a place where all ideas are heard. 

English Curriculum 



 

  Mathematics 

The department’s aim is to make mathematics enjoyable and accessible for all students to ensure they are 

able to achieve their full potential. Last year, 76% of our students achieved a grade 4 or above and almost 

19% of our students achieved a grade 7 or above in GCSE Mathematics. 

Students follow the secondary National Curriculum at KS3, KS4 and KS5 which aims to enable young people 

to be successful, confident and numerate members of society. Mathematics at SPWT covers the key areas: 

Numbers, Algebra, Ratio, Proportion and Rates of Change, Geometry and Measures, Statistics and 

Probability. 

Many of our students go on to study A-level mathematics at SPWT taught by outstanding teachers. Our 

pupils develop a detailed insight into calculus enabling them to experiment with parameters and to explore 

real-life applications. Last year 77% of our pupils achieved an A*- C for A-level Mathematics and 100% of 

our pupils achieved a grade A*-B for A Level Further Mathematics. Many of our pupils were accepted into 

their first choice university, many going on to study Mathematics and Engineering. 

Mathematics Faculty 



 

 Mathematics 

The course content and the teaching methods are designed to enable students to acquire mathematical 

skills and use them with confidence; this includes applying mathematics in everyday situations to enhance 

their curricular learning. An important aim is the ability to use mathematics clearly and concisely as a 

language. Students will be encouraged to reason logically, to generalise, to solve problems and to 

communicate their solutions effectively. 

To assist with their learning all students are given ‘Hegarty Maths’ log-in details to access lesson notes,  

online quizzes and booster lessons from home. There is also a facility for online homework with instant 

feedback, which helps pupils identify areas for development. In Years 7 and 8, students have the opportunity 

to challenge their mathematical learning and compete at national competitions. Students enjoy maths at our 

school and many go on to study the subject at A Level in our 6th form. 

Students in KS3 have the opportunity to take part in the Junior Maths Challenge and the Count on Us, which 

is a unique, pan-London maths tournament for Year 8 and 9 pupils delivered in partnership with the Jack 

Petchey Foundation. 

Mathematics Curriculum 



 

Additional Education Needs 

The Additional Educational Needs faculty brings together the Special Educational Needs department, the 

English as an Additional Language department, the Deaf Support provision, Learning Support and a ‘Golden 

Group’ to ensure St Paul’s Way Trust School provides a truly inclusive environment in which students feel 

safe and supported in their learning. 

The Faculty works closely with students, mainstream teaching staff, pastoral teams, parents, carers and 

outside agencies to ensure that learning, emotional and physical needs are met. The specialist staff and 

team of Learning Support Assistants use their skills to enhance learning opportunities and ensure that the 

curriculum can be accessed by all students, so they can be involved in extra-curricular and enrichment 

activities and develop life skills needed for success in the future. 

 

St Paul’s Way Trust School – An Inclusive School 



 

SEN 

The progress and welfare of SEN students is paramount to all staff at SPWT. We work closely with the 

Local Education Authority to ensure the most effective provision is in place for our SEND learners. This 

includes the support from the Education Psychology Service, the Speech Language and Communication 

Team, the Behaviour Support Team and other agencies to help students achieve their full potential.  

Achievement Through Support: Support is offered in lessons from our team of highly qualified Learning 

Support Assistants, who not only offer targeted support but also aim to develop independent and confident 

learners. Our students with greater needs also have access to targeted interventions which aim to develop 

literacy, numeracy and Social & Emotional skills. These interventions are either delivered by trained staff 

from within the school or from other specialist professionals, they can take place in a 1:1 or in a small group 

setting.  

The ASDAN course at KS4 provides a life learning curriculum to support the students transition Post 16. 

The SEN department works closely with parents and carers to ensure that we can work collaboratively to   

ensure each child has access to the support they need in order to continue their sustained progress.  

SEN Curriculum 



 

  Deaf Support 

The Deaf Support Base (DSB) is a specialist provision which caters for the needs of our deaf students. We 

are the only secondary school in Tower Hamlets that has an integrated deaf provision in a mainstream 

setting and the provision is not only accessed by Tower Hamlets students, but by students from across 

London. 

All the members of staff are trained to meet the specific needs of every deaf child. Support is offered within 

the mainstream classroom, with additional support provided through small group targeted interventions and 

one-to-one sessions by the team of Teachers of the Deaf and specialist Learning Support Assistants. 

The DSB carry out checks on audiology equipment on a daily basis. Students have regular sessions with a 

Speech and Language Therapist and Healthy Minds workshops. British Sign language (BSL) sessions are 

offered to all the students and many go on to achieve Level 1 and level 2 qualifications. 

All students are encouraged to fulfil their potential, both academically and vocationally. Expectations are 

high and all actively contribute in the life of the school. 

Deaf Support Curriculum 



 

 Learning Support 

Welcome to Learning Support at St Paul’s Way Trust School. Learning Support is a department within the 

Additional Educational Needs Faculty and offers a personalised curriculum for students with emotional and 

social needs, students with disabilities and others who may find full-time mainstream education challenging. 

The provision offers a tailor-made curriculum for the individual needs of each student. Students are offered 

1:1 mentoring, small group interventions and support to reintegrate them into mainstream education. 

The learning support provision works closely with mainstream teachers, the pastoral teams, parents and 

outside agencies including the Support for Learning Service, Social Care and NSPCC in order to meet the 

needs of students in a supportive and nurturing environment. 

Golden Group: We recognise that for some students making the transition to secondary school can be 

difficult. Our Golden Group class provides a safe and nurturing environment for a small group of students. 

Students study a differentiated curriculum with a focus on developing literacy and numeracy skills as well 

as attending some of the more practical and creative mainstream subjects. 

Students are encouraged and supported to participate fully in school life in order to promote and develop 

their social skills and gain confidence.  

Learning Support Curriculum 



 

  Humanities 

Humanities teaches students about the world in which we live and why it is 

the way it is, through three subjects: History, Geography and Religious 

Education. 

In History, students will learn the historical narrative of Britain and the wider 

world. They will also learn how to understand causation, change, similarity, 

difference and significance; as well how historians investigate the past and 

form interpretations about events. 

In Geography, students develop contextual knowledge of globally significant 

places. They develop an understanding of the processes that give rise to key 

physical and human geographical features of the world. They develop the 

geographical skills needed to collect and analyse data gathered through 

fieldwork. 

In RE, students develop an understanding of the main world religions through 

research, investigation and analysis. They study the five world faiths, 

engaging critically with ultimate questions, different world views and 

conflicting truth claims. This helps students consider the opinions of others, 

as well as challenging their own views. 

 

Humanities 
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 Humanities 

History - During Year 7 History students look at how the balance of power changed between rulers and ruled in the 

period 1066 to 1603. Firstly, the study of why and how William the Conqueror became king in 1066 and how he and 

the Norman rulers changed Britain. Students look at the impact of the Black Death and why the Peasants’ Revolt 

happened in 1381, and lastly how the Tudors came to rule Britain and the impact each monarch had on society. 

Throughout the year students will develop their essay writing and source work skills. 

Geography - We start Year 7 by focusing on map skills, including the use of grid references and scale, topographical 

mapping and contours. Students consolidate and extend their place knowledge of UK geography and explore 

similarities, differences and links between their local area and one contrasting area by conducting their first piece of 

fieldwork at Fairlop. They learn about how tectonic processes create distinct landscapes and change the 

environments in which we live. Towards the end of the year, students develop their own fieldwork investigations using 

the knowledge they have learnt about weather and climate. 

Religious Education – In Year 7, students start by exploring what Jewish prophets tell us about the nature of god, 

and how this links to the other Abrahamic faiths: Christianity and Islam. They will also learn about Sikhism and how 

Sikhs understand the world. Throughout the year they will explore world views, including religious and non-religious 

views on ultimate questions such as what is real, what is truth, and if death is the end. Students will also take a 

Citizenship module on democracy, exploring the extent to which Britain is a democratic country, encompassing 

elections and the EU referendum. 

Humanities Curriculum 



Modern and Foreign Languages 

Latin is taught from years 8-11, and is newly taught to all Year 8 students alongside Spanish and French. 

We aim to heighten students’ understanding of English through Latin and use language to investigate and 

understand ancient cultures.  

Students investigate the lives of those living in Pompeii, Egypt and Britain during the first century through 

Latin stories and archaeological evidence.  

GCSE Latin involves a study of the Latin language reading selections of literature by Roman authors and 

studying ancient Rome through written and archaeological sources. The course provides students with a 

varied educational experience; the language elements of the course encourage clear thinking and logical 

problem-solving, the literature elements encourage interpretation and creativity and the historical content 

encourages an enthusiasm for the personalities, ideas and achievements of the ancient world. 

Latin Curriculum 



French and Spanish 

French and Spanish are taught from years 7 to 13. We aim to develop social and personal skills to ensure 

that our students develop a positive understanding of other cultures and nationalities. The topics are based 

on everyday themes so that students learn to understand and use information on a variety of useful topics 

including, daily routines, health and leisure. 

At KS4, students have the opportunity to build on their work of the previous three years. All students study 

the new AQA GCSE French/Spanish full course. 

French and Spanish is also offered at A Level. Students develop a greater mastery of the language they 

are studying, as well as developing a deeper understanding of the French and Spanish speaking world 

including culture, literature, history and political systems. 

French and Spanish Curriculum 



 Enrichment and Enhancement 

International Links 

Studying a language is very exciting at St Paul’s Way Trust School. In recent years our school has embarked 

on immersion trips to France, Spain and Italy (see photos above). 

Community Languages 

As well as the curriculum offer, students are given the opportunity to gain qualifications in other languages 

they may speak, including Italian, Dutch, Arabic, German, Portuguese and Mandarin. 

Extra-curricular Opportunities 

The department organises exciting events throughout the school year which have included:  

• Day trips to France - Boulogne  

• Residential trips to France - Lille, Paris, Normandy and Strasbourg 

• Residential trips to Spain – Mas Pages, Andalucía and Barcelona 

• Residential trips to Italy - Pompei and Naples 

• Residential trips to Hadrian’s Wall 

• An exciting programme of extra-curricular events to celebrate European Week of Languages in 

September 

• The department offers after-school and lunchtime clubs to help support and extend learning at both KS3 

and KS4. 

Curriculum 



 

The Performing Arts are an important part of our curriculum and we are extremely proud of the 

performance work produced by our students. 

During your time at St. Paul’s Way you have access to many exciting trips and projects. With our ever 

evolving program of whole school Musicals, orchestras, Drama clubs, choirs, rock schools and more, 

there is always something to get involved with in the performing arts faculty. 

Drama - At St Paul’s Way Trust School Drama is an exciting part of the curriculum, providing 

opportunities for our students to be creative, articulate, confident and expressive. We believe that ‘Drama’ 

is an effective means of developing students’ social and communication skills. In lessons students have a 

voice and are encouraged to reflect upon personal and wider issues that affect and shape their lives.  

At KS3, drama is compulsory and at KS4 the AQA GCSE Drama course is offered as an option and has 

proved a popular choice.  

Enrichment opportunities include – Barbican Box Project, The Old Vic Project, The Annual School 

Musical.  

Performing Arts Curriculum 

Performing Arts 



 

Music and Dance 

Music - The music department is an exciting and vibrant place to be, that always offers opportunities 

inside and outside of lessons for all students to participate and excel. 

At KS3, students explore different music styles and genres through performance, composition, listening 

and Music technology based production. 

At KS4 and KS5 music is offered and the EdExcel syllabus is followed. As with KS3, students study a 

variety of music genres and styles and are expected to be fully immersed in the enrichment side of the 

music in addition to the academic. 

The Music Scholarship 

We offer music scholarships to Year 6 students who have an aptitude for music. See the school website 

for more information 

Dance - Dance has expanded rapidly at St Paul’s Way Trust School. 

At KS3 all students are taught a range of skills and styles including contemporary, breakdance and 

choreography. 

At KS4 students can opt to take their dance skills further by choosing GCSE dance. 

A select number of students from across the years are also offered the opportunity to be involved with 

GCSE dance students during choreography sessions. 

Lunch and after school clubs are in high demand and attract students from across the years. There are 

many performance opportunities throughout the year taking place both in school and at local theatres. 

Music and Dance Curriculum 



 

 



  Science and PE 

St Paul’s Way Trust School is a Faraday Science School. We offer a challenging curriculum where all key stages are 

taught important powerful and rich knowledge that allows them to interpret the word scientifically. We also focus on 
developing our students’ understanding of scientific techniques and procedures so they are fully able to appreciate 
how investigative work enhances our understanding of the world.    

At Key Stage 3, Science is delivered through 8 lessons (50 minutes), fortnightly. Topics studied include cells and how 

the body systems work, metals and their reactions, forces and energy. 

At KS4, AQA combined science (Trilogy) is followed with the option to study the triple sciences as separate subjects. 
Combined Science is taught across 12 lessons (50 minutes) and triple science is taught with an addition of further 6 

lessons of 50 minutes.  

At Key Stage 5, Chemistry is delivered following OCR B (Salters). Key Stage 5 Biology follows OCR A and Physics 
follows AQA. All Key Stage 5 sciences are delivered through 12 lessons (50 minutes), fortnightly.  We offer pupils the 

unique experience of learning in the SPWT Science Research Centre which was designed by Queen Mary University 
of London to university standard specifications. We have a track record of excellent results across all three subjects. 
In past years our students have gained places at top Russell Group universities to study a range of scientific subjects. 

These include Medicine (Balliol College, Oxford and King's College London), Mechanical Engineering (Queen Mary 
London), Mechanical Engineering (Jesus College, Cambridge University), Chemistry (UCL) and most recently, we 

sent our first female physicist to read Physics at Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford. Another successful student secured The 
Barts & The London Medicine scholarship worth £75,000 over seven years. 

Across all the Key Stages we look to make frequent use of our relationships with our Trust Partners, in particular 

Queen Mary University of London, with whom we have developed an Authentic Biology project which enables our 6th 
formers to carry out exciting joint research with academics. We also offer a variety of extracurricular activities including 
Science Club, engineering club and visits to sites of scientific interest.  

The importance of science to the SPWT experience is well illustrated by our annual Science Summer School which 

is hosted by our patron, Professor Brian Cox OBE. 

Science Curriculum 



 Physical Education 

Our sporting facilities are among the best in Tower Hamlets as we have a spacious sports hall and a full size astro-

turf football pitch. PE is an integral part of the curriculum and is compulsory throughout KS3 and KS4. PE helps to 

promote a healthy, active lifestyle and encourages teamwork. 

At KS3 students have 100 minutes of PE per week.  

At KS4 students have 100 minutes of PE per fortnight. 

Extra Curricular 

We also offer a wide variety of extracurricular activities during lunchtimes and after school.  

PE Curriculum 



 

  

Visual Arts Curriculum 

 

Visual Arts and Technology 

The Art department aims to provide students with the opportunity to express themselves and respond to 

the world around them in different ways. Our curriculum reflects and celebrates the rich cultural heritage 

of our students and of the community in which we work. 

At KS3 students have two to three lessons per fortnight. They work with a variety of different media such 

as paint, ceramics, textiles, sculpture, digital media, collage and black and white photography. All 

students will have the opportunity of visiting art exhibitions and working with professional artists. 

At KS4 we offer a variety of different options: Art & Design, Fine Art, Textiles and Photography at GCSE. 

At KS5 we offer Art, Craft & Design and Photography at A level. 

We have strong links with local galleries and organisations, which include the Whitechapel Gallery, 

Chisenhale Gallery, Bow Arts, Auto Italia, ‘A’ Team Arts, UAL (University of the Arts London), London 

Metropolitan University, RIBA, Open City, Stitches in Time, THAT network London and the Royal 

Drawing School. 

Extra-Curricular - Courses are sometimes run by professional artists and include: Painting: Oil, Acrylic 

and Watercolour, Ceramics, Printmaking, Photography, Animation and Textiles. 

 



 

 Technology 

At KS3 all students complete a range of projects working with a variety of materials such as wood, metal, 

plastic, card and food. Technology theory, key knowledge and understanding is included in each of the 

projects in order to ensure that students become familiar with exam content from the onset of KS3. 

Students are taught in mixed ability groups and are given the opportunity to develop drawing, making, 

analytical and evaluative skills whilst exploring new technologies, CAD/CAM and workshop machinery. 

At KS4 students can choose to further their Technology studies by taking GCSEs in Food Preparation and 

Nutrition or Design Technology, which are both popular option subjects. The Course assessment is 

composed of 50% coursework and 50% written exam. 

There are regular catch up sessions available for students who need further help with either class work or 

homework, as well as opportunities to come and develop independent projects. 

Extra-Curricular  
Clubs on offer include: Let’s Get Cooking, Arts Award, Design & Make, Engineering and Jewelry Making. 

Technology Curriculum 
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